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By MSgt. Brandon Nicely, HAW.
One of the distinct advantages enjoyed by the Heavy 
Airlift Wing is its ability to operate at night. Heavy Airlift 
Squadron C-17 crews practice this capability frequently in 
order to continue operating effectively in any condition.

Just because the sun sets doesn’t mean operations stop.  
Nighttime operations are a critical skill to have in order 
to operate successfully under the cover of darkness. The 
Heavy Airlift Squadron practices their nighttime flying 
operations frequently to keep their crews qualified and 
up to date with training.

Under the familiar green glow of the controls, the night 
operations begin with a trip over Germany where the 
crew links up with a KC-135 Stratotanker flying overhead 
to take on 20,000 gallons of fuel. 

Lights Out - Training at the Heavy Airlift Wing continues 
even after the sun sets

The pilots line up the C-17 below and behind the KC-135 
then slowly guide the behemoth aircraft into place using 
surgical precision. Aerial refueling is a challenge during 
the day, refueling at night increases that challenge. With a 
few faint lights from the tanker above, the HAS C-17 pilots 
guide their plane into position while flying at several 
hundred knots directly under the KC-135. The benefits of 
in-flight refueling at night is that it gives the SAC aircraft 
the ability to get anywhere in the world without ever 
needing to stop. Being capable of accomplishing this feat 
in total darkness opens the window of opportunity to 
refuel to 24 hours a day, 7 days per week.

According to Major Dom Calderon, the aircraft commander 
for this training mission, “refueling is the most easily 
lost skill and is needed to be practiced often.” He also 
explains that the refueling skill is often required to be 
accomplished anywhere from every 45 days to every 60 
days. Refueling the C-17 is also considered to be one of 
the most difficult planes to refill by the boom operators 
on the tanker aircraft. The boom operators are tasked 
with placing the boom used for transferring fuel into the 
receiving aircraft. One of the most impressive aspects of 
the nighttime refueling training is that only a few aircraft 
in the world have this type of capability. It gives the 12 
SAC nations a clear advantage when needing to get lots of 
cargo somewhere fast.

Prepared for a nighttime takeoff. Photo: HAW / MSgt. Brandon Nicely

Refuelling in the dark. Photo: HAW / MSgt. Brandon Nicely



Aerial refueling isn’t the only training going on during this 
training mission. The aircrew uses all available training 
hours it is given to accomplish as much training as it can 
safely complete. After finishing the refueling training, 
the SAC C-17 heads back to Pápa for night-vision goggle 
flying. As dark as it already is, it soon gets even darker. The 
aircrew don their NVGs and begin their training with the 
bulky goggles strapped to their helmets.

Wearing NVGs completely robs you of any depth 
perception, which makes orienting yourself in the air 
more challenging than normal. The crew contacts the 
air control tower requesting them to turn off the runway 
lights so that they can train on landings and take-offs in 
total darkness, relying on their NVG equipment to do its 
job.

Training for these situations allows the crew to be 
proficient if the time comes that they will need to land or 
take-off using the cover of darkness to assist in their safe 
arrival or departure in a hostile environment.

The night training on this mission ends with the practice of 
backing up the C-17. Combat off-loads are also practiced. 
A combat off-load is when the engines are turned on 
and the brakes applied. Once the brakes are released, 
the cargo is sent out the back of the plane and onto the 
runway. 
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Maj Dom Calderon reviews an in-flight checklist using NVGs. Photo: 
HAW / MSgt. Brandon Nicely

View of Pápa at night on approach to Pápa Air Base. Photo: HAW / 
MSgt. Brandon Nicely

On approach using the cover of darkness. Photo: HAW / MSgt. Bran-
don Nicely

Register to InSite Pápa
Calling all ladies and gentlemen! Don’t forget to register to 
the crisp new InSite Pápa website (www.insitepapa.com) 
to be up-to-date on town events, things to do around 
our area, useful information from our community for our 
community.
Additionally, if you’ve been somewhere you enjoyed and 
would recommend for others to try it out, please drop a 
line to info@insitepapa.com!
Registration can be done at http://insitepapa.com/
registration/

Do you know your Landlord’s phone number?
If you haven’t done so up until now, please ask for your 
landlord’s phone number and save it somewhere where it 
will always be accessible, even if they don’t speak English. 
This will make it easy for the CLO to be able to reach them 
if you need help with something around the house.

CLO Says



Promotion ceremony – Chief Master Sergeant

By Capt. Henrik Gebhardt, HAW PAO.
On January 3rd, HAW Senior Enlisted Advisor, Jerry S. 
Glover was promoted to Chief Master Sergeant, the 
highest rank achievable for enlisted personnel in the U.S. 
Air Force. The promotion is effective January 1st 2017.

CMSgt Glover is the Senior Enlisted Advisor and First 
Sergeant of the HAW. That means that he is responsible 
for the morale, welfare, and conduct of all the enlisted 
personnel in the HAW, and is the chief advisor to the HAW 
Commander concerning the enlisted men and women.

CMSgt Glover began his career in the U.S. Air Force with 
basic training in 1991, and after training to be an Electro-
Environmental specialist, his first assignment was in 1992 
in aircraft maintenance at Little Rock AFB in Arkansas. 
1996 brought him to Europe and Aviano AB in Italy where 
he played a vital support role in Operation ALLIED FORCE 
and the defense of Kosovo.

In 2000, he moved back to the U.S. and was stationed 
at Mountain Home AFB in Idaho. While serving there he 
deployed multiple times in support of Operations IRAQI 
and ENDURING FREEDOM. Sergeant Glover was selected 
for First Sergeant duty in 2005.

After serving as First Sergeant at Pope AFB in North 
Carolina and at Ramstein AB in Germany, he joined the 
SAC Program and the Heavy Airlift Wing in December

2014, serving in his current position as First Sergeant and 
Senior Enlisted Advisor.

The history of the enlisted leader dates back to the 
foundation of the United States of America and the 
Revolutionary War. In 1778, General Washington’s 
Inspector General, Friedrich von Steuben, emphasized the 
importance of selecting quality men to fill enlisted leader 
roles. These individuals were selected to be the “leaders 
within the ranks” because of their courage, knowledge, 
and leadership ability. At the forefront of this group arose 
a group that is referred to as Senior Non-Commissioned 
Officers. CMSgt Jerry S. Glover is one of those Senior NCOs 
serving in the highest grade.
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On January 3rd, HAW Senior Enlisted Advisor, Jerry S. Glover was promoted to Chief Master Sergeant, the highest rank achievable for enlisted 
personnel in the U.S. Air Force. Photo: HAW / Capt. Henrik Gebhardt

HAW Vice Commander Colonel Bjørn Gohn-Hellum presents the Pro-
motion Certificate Photo: HHAW / Capt. Henrik Gebhardt



The 17th SAC Personnel Conference

By Capt. Henrik Gebhardt, HAW PAO.
Two times every year the SAC Personnel Conference is 
conducted. The first conference of 2017 and the 17th 
in the order was arranged at SAC premises in Pápa on 
January 25th to 26th.

The SAC Personnel Conference is a gathering of the 12 
member nations. The nation’s representatives discuss 
short-term as well as long-term and other matters 
concerning manning of the HAW. The conference started 
with opening remarks by Lt Col. Geir Hagnes (NOR), 
who made his first appearance as Chairman of the SAC 
Personnel Conference. After that and a short around the 
table presentation of the participants the meeting went 
straight to business, following up on matters discussed 
and decided at previous conferences.

After initial discussions, HAW Vice Commander Col. 
Bjørn Gohn-Hellum presented the HAW  perspective and 
requirements on the HAW manning process in general 
terms. He also briefed the conference on HAW policy 
when it comes to personnel development, quality of life 
in Hungary and on-going/planned manpower studies. 
After the HAW Vice Commander, Lt Col. Bengt Friberg, C2 
Squadron Commander, Lt Col. Rickhard Nordfjäll, Logistics 
Support Squadron Commander, and Lt Col. Peer Geelen, 
Heavy Airlift Squadron Commander, each presented their 
respective briefings where the Personnel Conference 
members

received an update on manning issues and personnel 
rotations anticipated for the next years. Col. Bjørn Gohn-
Hellum finished with HAW Commander’s  priorities 
when it comes to personnel matters: #1 Recruitment, #2 
Rotation policy, #3 Training.

The afternoon started with a briefing by QSI Director, 
Mr. J. C. Sanders, on QSI activities, and the on-going 
accreditation process. Emphasis was on the accreditation 
process, which concerns many of the members of the SAC 
Program who have their children at QSI.  Mr. Sanders was 
confident that QSI will get their accreditation, and that  
the schools curriculum prepares the students well for 
future studies in their respective home countries.

Other items discussed during the conference were the 
outcome of the Aerial Port manpower study, the upcoming 
manpower study on HAWCS and policy  and regulations 
regarding HAW members long-term absence in case of 
illness, maternity leave or injuries caused on- or off-duty.

After a long day of deliberations the 17th SAC Personnel 
Conference was closed a day earlier than planned and 
the members could go back to their nations and continue 
the important task to assure that the HAW is properly 
manned.
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The 17th SAC Personnel Conference in SAC building 03, Globemaster conference room. Photo: HAW / Capt. Henrik Gebhardt
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Where are you from originally or where did you grow 
up?
I was born in Diósgyőr, in the beautiful green suburbs of 
Miskolc, one of the largest towns in Hungary. I spent my 
childhood and my youth in the neighborhood of Diósgyőr 
Castle, surrounded by the Bükk Mountains. After the 
secondary school I worked during some years at IBUSZ 
Travel Agency  as ticket sales agent, then I left my town to 
fulfill my dream to work at Ferihegy Airport in Budapest. 
Though I left Miskolc a very long time ago, the bond is 
still very strong and I go back regularly to visit family and 
friends.

What is your background?
My professional „growing up” started at the International 
Airport of Budapest, where I was part of the sales agent 
team of the Ground Handling company (there was only 
one at the time). Due to the continuous internal training 
and all of the IATA courses I became a fairly skilled and 
experienced air ticket sales agent and ground handling 
expert. I also obtained a Bachelor’s Degree in International 
Business Administration in 2009, while working at the 
airport.  I lived my dream during more than ten years, 
but then new possibilities came into view and I slowly 
started to prepare myself for a change in career. After a 
successful EPSO selection procedure in 2010 I was offered 
a 3 years job contract as an administrative assistant, first 
at Eurostat (European Commission), then at the European 
Court of Justice, both in Luxembourg. I worked at the 
Court of Justice until last December.

Describe what your current job entails?
In my current job I am assisting the Senior Fiscal Officer 
in executing the day-to-day administration of all fiscal 
activities of the SAC. More precisely, I am responsible for 
treating incoming vendor invoices and managing invoices 
in support of Travel on Duty claims. I am assisting in 
preparing financial correspondence, reports, database 
queries and statistics, assisting in bank reconciliation and 
in preparing cash-flow reports.

How is it working at the Strategic Airlift Capability so 
far? Is this job different from anywhere else you have 
ever worked before?
I feel very lucky to be part of a superb team and I am 
specially grateful to my lovely colleague Giedre who 
helps me with remarkable patience to get ready for 
my responsibilities. I have never worked in a military 
environment before, so this is very new and interesting 
for me. As for the airport environment, I feel very much 
at home because of my background. The job itself is of 
course different in a way than my previous jobs, but for 
me that means a chance to widen my horizons and grow.

What are some things you enjoy doing outside of work?
I am very excited to discover the region of Bakony and 
Balaton. Whenever the weather is nice I am out walking, 
hiking or simply visiting a village and its surroundings. I 
enjoy most outdoor activities, riding bicycle, roller blading 
or ice skating.  Whenever I have more time and the sun 
is not tempting me to go outside, I close myself in with 
my canvases and brushes and try to experiment, self-train 
and develop in painting.

Photo: HAW / MSgt Brandon Nicely.

SAC Newcomer profile

Mariann Horvath

SAC Family day raffle

Donation Handover

By Capt. Henrik Gebhardt, HAW PAO.
The money raised at the SAC Family Day raffle was 
handed over to the recipient, the Canaan Shelter in Pápa.

At the SAC Family Day on October 8th, the visitors could 
purchase raffle tickets. The raffle ticket gave them a 
chance to be on Flight-deck for takeoff or landing, or have 
the opportunity to marshal a C-17.

The earnings from the Family day raffle brought in 86 000 
HUF. The entire proceeds from the raffle went to Canaan 
shelter, a womens shelter in Pápa.

On December 16th, the donation was handed over by 
HAW Vice Commander Colonel Bjørn Gohn-Hellum, to 
Pastor Zoltán Boncz, representing the shelter.

HAW Vice Commander Colonel Bjørn Gohn-Hellum hands over the 
donation to Pastor Zoltán Boncz. Photo: HAW / Capt. Henrik Gebhardt



SAC Chili Cook-Off - Champion Crowned
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By: Capt. Henrik Gebhardt, HAW PAO.
On Friday January 20th, the SAC Chili Cook-Off was 
arranged in the foyer of SAC building 03.  There were 
twelve contenders entering the Cook-Off, trying to be 
the Chili Cook-Off champion of the SAC community. The 
jury had a tough task ahead of them to decide who was 
to be crowned champion.

Many were called, but just a select few were chosen. 
When the jury of the SAC Chili Cook-Off had decided on 
the winners, the three podium finishers were ready to be 
awarded. First prize went to Ms. Diana Bokor, second prize 
to Ms. Zita Komlosi, and third prize to Ms. Denise Pope.

The three podium finishers at the SAC Chili Cook-Off. From left: Ms. Zita Komlosi, Ms. Diana Bokor, Ms. Denise Pope. Photo: HAW / Capt. Henrik 
Gebhardt

The jury members have decided on the winners. Photo: HAW / Capt. 
Henrik Gebhardt

This event was of course not just a competition, it was 
also an opportunity for the SAC Staff to taste some good 
Chili. Each bowl were 500 HUF, and all proceeds from the 
SAC Chili Cook-Off will go to support local safe houses in 
Pápa.

According to the sponsor, the SAC Booster Club, the SAC 
Chili Cook-Off raised a healthy 77.500 HUF. Money that 
will be a welcome contribution to the three local safe 
houses.

Many members of the SAC community took the opportunity to taste 
good Chili. Photo: HAW / Capt. Henrik Gebhardt



SAC Calendar - February 2017
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday
30 JAN 31 JAN 01 02 03 04 05

06 07 08 09 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
QSI Pápa - February break

LTU - Lithuania re-
established 1918

20 21 22 23 24 25 26
HAW - Training week

EST - 
Independence day

HUN - Victims of 
the Communist 
dictatorship

27 28 01 MAR 02 MAR 03 MAR 04 MAR 05 MAR
SAC - Dry run 
committees

BGR - Liberation 
day


